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We consider anti-Ramsey type problems for k-uniform hypergraphs. A subset Y
of an n-element set X is totally multicolored, if the restriction of a coloring of
k-element subsets of X to [Y ]k is a one-to-one coloring. We study the maximum
size of totally multicolored subsets for colorings which satisfy the following restric-
tion: any two distinct k-element subsets with at least h elements in the intersection
are colored differently. It is shown that the size of the largest totally multicolored
subset can be bounded from below by
ck } (ln n)1(2k&1) } n(k&h)(2k&1),
where ck is a positive constant and this lower bound is sharp (up to a multiplicative
constant). Extending earlier results of present and other authors, various related
problems concerning edge-colorings of complete graphs are considered. We con-
sider also some application to Sidon sets in arbitrary groups.
We show for example the existence of a proper coloring of [X ]2 with no totally
multicolored subset of size 2.21n13(ln n)13, provided nn0 . This sharpens an
earlier result of L. Babai and is up to a multiplicative constant the best possible
(this follows e.g. from the above mentioned result applied with k=2 and h=1). As
a tool for proving the existence of such a coloring we derive an upper bound for
permanents of rectangular (0, 1)-matrices  1996 Academic Press, Inc.
1. Introduction
A typical anti-Ramsey type question, cf. [ESS75], [Ra75], is the follow-
ing: Given is a graph or a hypergraph, where the edges are colored with
certain restrictions on the coloring like, for example, edges of the same
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color have no vertex in common, and one is interested in the largest size
of some totally multicolored subgraph of a given type. If the hypergraph,
say G, under consideration is uniform and complete, then the ``Canonical
Ramsey Theorem'' proved by Erdo s and Rado [ER50] shows that a totally
multicolored complete subhypergraph exists, its size being a function of the
size of G. It turns out that the lower bounds on the size of such a totally
multicolored subhypergraph are all too weak, if we restrict our attention to
colorings of special character. In [Ba85], [BS85], [So91] colorings were
investigated for which every color class is a matching. Such colorings are
related to Sidon sets in arbitrary groups, cf. [Ba85], [BS85], [So91]. The
result in [Ba85] was extended in [ALR91] to colorings of k-uniform
hypergraphs with color classes being matchings. We will consider here a
further generalization:
Definition 1. Let X be an n-element set. Let 2: [X ]k  |, where
|=[0, 1, ...], be a coloring of the k-element subsets of X, where
|Z & Z*|<h for any two distinct k-element subsets Z, Z* # [X ]k with
2(Z)=2(Z*). A subset YX is called totally multicolored if the restric-
tion of 2 to [Y ]k is a one-to-one coloring. Define
f (n, k, h)=max[ |Y |; YX is totally multicolored].
If we assume that no color occurs more than u times, then we define
fu(n, k, h) in exactly the same way.
For coloring edges in complete graphs, where the coloring is such that
edges of the same color are not incident, i.e. k=2 and h=1, Babai gave
bounds for the size of the largest totally multicolored complete subgraph:
Theorem 1 [Ba85]. Let n be a positive integer. For n large,
(2 } n)13 f (n, 2, 1)8 } (n } ln n)13. (1)
In [ALR91] the following extension to colorings of k-element subsets was
obtained:
Theorem 2 [ALR91]. Let k be a positive integer with k2. Then there
exist positive constants ck , ck*>0 such that for all positive integers n with n
large,
ck } (ln n)1(2k&1) } n(k&1)(2k&1) f (n, k, 1)ck* } (ln n)1(2k&1) } n(k&1)(2k&1).
Let X be an n-element set and let h, k be positive integers with h<k.
A family F[X ]k is called a partial (n, k, h) Steiner system if |F & F*|<h
for all distinct sets F, F* # F. For colorings of the k-element subsets of an
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n-element set X, where every color class is a partial (n, k, h) Steiner system,
we will be interested in the size of the largest totally multicolored subset
YX, i.e. in the behaviour of the function f (n, k, h).
Notice, that the size of every partial (n, k, h) Steiner system F is bounded
by
|F|
\nh+
\kh+
. (2)
We will prove here the following extension of Theorem 2:
Theorem 3. Let h, k be positive integers with h<k and k2. Then there
exist positive constants ck , ck* such that for every integer n, with n large,
ck } (ln n)1(2k&1) } n(k&h)(2k&1) f (n, k, h)ck* } (ln n)1(2k&1) } n(k&h)(2k&1).
In Section 2 and Section 3 we will prove the lower and the upper bound
in Theorem 3, both by probabilistic methods. In Section 4 we will exhibit
a different approach for proving an upper bound for f (n, 2, 1). This allows
to improve (1) in Theorem 1 by a constant factor. As a tool, we derive an
upper bound for permanents of rectangular (0, 1)-matrices which might be of
some interest on its own. A related (and more elegant) result for square
(0, 1)-matrices was proved by Bre gman [Br73] who verified Minc's conjec-
ture [Mi63].
Theorem 4. Let n be a positive integer. Then, for n large,
f (n, 2, 1)2.21 } (n } ln n)13.
In Section 5 we will consider a different anti-Ramsey type problem: we will
investigate the size of the largest totally multicolored subset under the condi-
tion that each color appears only a restricted number of times. Finally, in
Section 6 we will consider the closely related problem of determining the
maximum size of Sidon sets in arbitrary groups. In particular, we will
improve earlier results of Babai and So s [BS85] and Godsil and Imrich
[GI87] on the size of induced subgraphs of Caley graphs.
2. A Lower Bound for f (n, k, h)
Let G=(V, E) be a hypergraph with vertex set V and edge set E. For
a vertex x # V let degG (x) denote the degree of x in G, i.e. the number of
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edges E # E containing x, and let 2(G)=max[degG (x) | x # V] denote the
maximum degree. The hypergraph G is called uncrowded if G contains no 2-,
3-, 4-cycles. Our proof of the lower bound for f (n, k, h) is based on a result
of Ajtai, Komlo s, Pintz, Spencer and Szemere di, [AKPSS82]. Here we state
it in a modified form used in [ALR91] and [RS94].
Theorem 5. Let G be an (r+1)-uniform hypergraph on n vertices. Assume
that
(i) G is uncrowded and
(ii) 2(G)tr, where tt0(r),
then
:(G)
0.98
e
} 10&5r }
n
t
} (ln t)1r. (3)
First we will prove the lower bound in Theorem 3.
Proof. Let 2: [X ]k  | be a coloring, where every color class is a
partial (n, k, h) Steiner system. For j=0, 1, ..., h&1 consider the (rj+1)-
uniform hypergraphs Hj=(X, Ej) with rj+1=2k& j and edge sets
Ej[X ]2k&j, where E # Ej if there exist two k-element subsets S, T # [X ]k
with S _ T=E and 2(S)=2(T). Note that if ZX is an independent set of
Hj for j=0, 1, ..., h&1, then Z is totally multicolored. Our aim is to find a
large independent set such as this. To do so, the strategy will be to find a
random subset YX such that the induced hypergraph arising from H0 has
only a few 2-, 3- and 4-cycles, and such that the induced subhypergraphs
arising from Hj , j=1, 2, ..., h&1, have only a few edges. By deleting these 2-,
3-, and 4-cycles and these edges the desired result will follow by Theorem 5.
By (2) the degree of every vertex in Hj is bounded from above by
degHj (x)\n&1k&1+ } \
k
j+ }
1
\k& jh& j+
} \n&kh& j+d ( j)1 } nk+h& j&1,
hence the number of edge of Hj satisfies
|Ej |c j1 } n
k+h& j (4)
for j=0, 1, ..., h&1.
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For p, 0< p<1, let Y be a random subset of X, where each vertex x # X
is chosen with probability p, independently of the other vertices, with
p=n&(k+h&1)(2k&1)+=,
(=>0 to be specified later).
The expected size E( |Y | ) of Y is given by
E( |Y | )= p } n.
Let Ej (Y ) denote the expected number of edges E # Ej contained in Y, j=0,
1, ..., h&1. By (4) we have
Ej (Y )c j1 } p
2k&j } nk+h& j=c j1 } n
( j(h&k)+=(2k&1)(2k&j&1))(2k&1) } pn.
Hence, for j=1, 2, ..., h&1, we have
Ej (Y )=o( p } n),
provided
0<=<
k&h
(2k&1)(2k&2)

j (k&h)
(2k&1)(2k& j&1)
. (5)
Next we will bound the number +g of g-cycles in H0 for g=2, 3, 4. For
fixed distinct vertices x, y of H0 let degH0(x, y) be the number of edges of
H0 containing both vertices x and y. Let
[x, y]/E0 # E0
for some edge E0 . Let S, T # [X ]k be such that S _ T=E0 and 2(S)=2(T).
In particular, S and T do not intersect. Then without loss of generality one
of the following possibilities happens:
(i) either x # S and y # T
(ii) or [x, y]S.
The number of edges E # E0 which satisfy (i) or (ii), respectively, is by (2)
bounded from above by
(i) \n&2k&1+ } \
n&k&1
h&1 +
(ii) \n&2k&2+ } \
n&k
h + .
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Summarizing, we obtain that
degH0(x, y)c
(0)
2 } n
k+h&2. (6)
Using (6) one can easily see that
+gc (0)g } n
g } (k+h&1) (7)
for g=3, 4.
For g=2, 3, 4 let +g(Y) be a random variable counting the number of
g-cycles of a subhypergraph of H0 induced on a set Y. Similarly, for
i=2, 3, ..., 2k&1 let &i (Y) be a random variable counting the number of
(unordered) pairs of edges of H0 induced on Y which intersect in exactly i
vertices. Let E(+g(Y)) and E(&i (Y)) be the corresponding expected values.
Clearly, the expected number of 2-cycles of H0 induced on Y is given by
E(+2(Y))=2k&1i=2 E(&i (Y )). By (7), for g=3, 4 we infer that
E(+g(Y)) p(2k&1) } g } c (0)g } n
g } (k+h&1)
=c (0)g } n
(h&k+=(2k&1)(2gk&g&1))(2k&1) } pn
=o( p } n), (8)
if
=<
k&h
(2k&1)(8k&5)
. (9)
In order to give an upper bound on E(&i (Y)) we will first estimate &i , the
number of (unordered) pairs of edges in H0 , which intersect in exactly i ver-
tices. Fix an edge E* # E0[X ]2k and fix nonnegative integers i0 and i1 with
i0 , i1k. We will count the number of unordered pairs [T0 , T1], where T0 ,
T1 # [X ]k, which satisfy
2(T0)=2(T1),
(10)
T0 & T1=<,
and
i0=|E* & T0|, i1=|E* & T1| . (11)
For a fixed set T0 there are by (2) at most
\2k&i0i1 + } \
n&(3k&i0)
h&i1 +d0* } nmax[0,h&i1]
sets T1 satisfying (10) and (11).
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If we also apply the same argument when T1 is fixed we infer that the
number of pairs [T0 , T1], which satisfy (10) and (11), is bounded from
above by
A(i0 , i1)min[d0 } nk&i0+max[0,h&i1], d1 } nk&i1+max[0,h&i0]].
Observe that for suitable constants d 0 and d 1 we have
A(i0 , i1){d
0 } nk+h&i0&i1
d 1 } nk&max[i0 , i1]
if i0h or i1h
if i0h and i1h.
We obtain, setting i=i0+i12, that for every edge E* # E0 there are at
most
{d
0 } nk+h&i
d 0 } nk+h&i+d 1 } nk& W i2X
if i2h
if i>2h
edges E0* # E0 such that |E* & E0*|=i, and hence with (4) for j=0 we have
&id$ } n2k+2h&i if i2h, and &id$ } (n2k+2h&i+n2k+h& W i2X) if i2h. As
2k+2h&i2k+h&Wi2X for i2h, we obtain
&i{d } n
2k+2h&i
d } n2k+h&W i2X
if i2h
if i>2h,
where d depends only on k.
It follows that for i=2, 3, ..., 2h
E(&i (Y))d } p4k&i } n2k+2h&i
=d } n((h&k)(i&1)+=(2k&1)(4k&i&1))(2k&1) } pn
=o( p } n), (12)
provided
=<
k&h
(2k&1)(4k&3)

(k&h)(i&1)
(2k&1)(4k&i&1)
. (13)
Moreover, for i=2h, 2h+1, ..., 2k&1, we have
E(&i (Y ))d } p4k&i } n2k+h& W i2X
=d } n (k&2kh+i(k+h&1)&Wi2X(2k&1)+=(2k&1)(4k&i&1))(2k&1) } pn
=Ai . (14)
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For i an even integer
Ai=d } n (k&2kh+i(h&(12))+=(2k&1)(4k&i&1))(2k&1) } pn
d } n (&2h+1+=(2k&1)(2k+1))(2k&1) } pn
=o( pn), (15)
where
=<
2h&1
(2k&1)(2k+1)
. (16)
If i is an odd integer, then
Ai=d } n(&2kh+i(h&(12))+12+=(2k&1)(4k&i&1))(2k&1) } pn
d } n(&k&h+1+=(2k&1)(4k&i&1))(2k&1) } pn
=o( pn), (17)
where
=<
k+h&1
2k(2k&1)
. (18)
We summarize (12), (14), (15) and (17) and obtain
E(&i (Y))=o(pn) (19)
for i=2, 3, ..., 2k&1, provided
=<min { k&h(2k&1)(8k&5) ,
2h&1
2k(2k&1)= .
Now we fix =, say,
==
1
(2k&1)(8k&6)
and (5), (9), (13), (16) and (18) are satisfied. Summarizing (8), (19) and the
fact that
E( |E0 & [Y ]2k| )= p2k } |E0 | ,
we infer for n large enough that by Chernoff's inequality there exists a
subsets Y0/X with |Y0 |r p } n, which by Markov's inequality has the
following properties: +g(Y0)=o( p } n) for g=3, 4, &i (Y0)=o( p } n) for
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i=2, 3, ..., 2k&1, and |Ej & [Y0]2k&j|=o( p } n) for j=1, 2, ..., h&1, and
|E0 & [Y0]2k|2 } p2k } |E0 | .
We delete from Y0 all vertices, which are contained in edges Ej & [Y0]2k&j
for j=1, 2, ..., h&1, and we also delete all vertices from Y0 which are con-
tained in g-cycles of length g=2, 3, 4 arising in [Y0]2k & E0 to obtain a sub-
set Y1Y0 with |Y1|r p } n&o( p } n)rp } n, such that the subhypergraph
H0(Y1) induced on Y1 is uncrowded and has at most 2 } p2k } |E0 | edges.
Finally, to have control on the maximum degree, we delete all vertices
from Y1 with degree bigger than
4 } k } p2k } |E0 |
p } n
in H0(Y1). Then we obtain a subset ZY1 with at least (1&o(1)) } p } n2
vertices such that the subhypergraph G0 of H0 induced on the set Z satisfies
the assumption of Theorem 5 with
2(G0)t2k&1=
4 } k } p2k } |E0 |
p } n
4k } p2k&1 } c01 } n
k+h&1.
Thus
tc } p } n(k+h&1)(2k&1),
for some positive constant c.
We apply (3) to the hypergraph G0 and we infer that
:(H0):(G0)

0.98
e
} 10&5r }
|Z|
t
} (ln t)1r0
ck } n(k&h)(2k&1) } (ln n)1(2k&1),
for some positive constant ck . K
3. An Upper Bound for f (n, k, h)
First we will show, by probabilistic means, the existence of a partial
(n, k, h) Steiner system, which has certain properties.
Proposition 1. There exists a partial (n, k, h) Steiner system F on an
n-element set X, satisfying the following properties:
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(a) F has c } nh elements, where c=c(k, h) is a positive constant,
(b) |[Y # [X ]l : |F & [Y ]k|t]( nl ) } (2c1 l
knk&h)t holds for every
t0, where c1=c1(k, h) is a positive constant and l is a positive integer.
Proof. Let X be an n-element set. Let F*[X ]k be a random subset,
where each k-element subset of X is chosen with the probability
p=c1 } nh&k } k !,
where c1=c1(k, h) is a positive constant.
Then the expected number of elements of F* satisfies
E( |F*|)=\nk+ } p=(c1+o(1)) } nh.
For i=0, 1, ..., k&1 we call an unordered pair [S, T] # [F*]2 an i-pair if
|S & T |=i. Let :i (F*) be a random variable counting the number of i-pairs
in F* for i=h, h+1, ..., k&1. Then the expected value of :i (F*) satisfies
E(:i (F*))=
1
2
} \ni+ } \
n&i
k&i+ } \
n&k
k&i+ } p2

c21 } (k!)
2
2(i !) } ((k&i) !)2
} n2h&i.
Set
c1=
h! } ((k&h) !)2
5 } (k&h) } (k !)2
so that the following holds
10 } :
k&1
j=h
E(:j (F*))10 } :
k&1
j=h
c21 } (k !)
2
2 } ( j !) } ((k& j) !)2
} n2h&j

5 } c21 } (k&h) } (k!)
2
h! } ((k&h) !)2
} nh
c1 } nhrE( |F*|). (20)
Clearly, |F*| has a binomial distribution, hence by the Law of Large
Numbers
|F*|rE( |F*|) } (1+o(1))rc1 } nh } (1+o(1)) (21)
with probability 1&o(1).
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Define ;(F*) to be a random variable counting the number of all j-pairs,
for j=h, h+1, ..., k&1. Due to (20) we have that
E(;(F*))= :
k&1
j=h
E(:j (F*))
1
10
} E(|F*|) } (1+o(1)).
Using Markov's inequality we infer
Prob _;(F*)12 } E( |F*|)&
4
5
} (1+o(1)). (22)
For integers t1, lk and subsets YX, where |Y |=l, we have
Prob[|[Y ]k & F*|t]=\\
l
k+
t + } pt
<\l
kp
k!+
t
}
1
t!
=\ c1 l
k
nk&h+
t
}
1
t !
. (23)
Let #t (F*) be a random variable defined by
#t (F*)=|[Y # [X ]l : |[Y ]k & F*|t]|.
By (23) we have
E(#t (F*))=\nl+ } Prob[ |[Y ]k & F*|t]
<
1
t !
} \nl+ } \
c1 lk
nk&h+
t
.
Thus by Markov's inequality
Prob _#t (F*)>\nl+ } \
2c1 lk
nk&h+
t
&< 12tt ! ,
and hence
Prob _\t #t (F*)\nl+ } \
2c1 lk
nk&h+
t
&1& :

t=1
1
2tt !
>0.3. (24)
As (21), (22) and (24) are ``violated'' with probabilities o(1), (0.2)+o(1))
and less than 0.7, respectively, there exists F0[X ]k satisfying all of them,
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i.e. |F0|=c1 } nh } (1+o(1)), ;(F0)12 } nh } (1+o(1)) and #t (F0)( nl ) }
(2c1 } lknk&h)t for each t0.
For i=h, h+1, ..., k&1 delete one k-set from each i-pair in F0 to obtain
a partial (n, k, h) Steiner system F with
|F ||F0|&
1
2 } c1 } n
h 12 } c1 } n
h=c } nh.
As FF0 , the family F enjoys property (b) as well.
Together with properties (a) and (b) of Proposition 1 we will use the
following.
Proposition 2. Let F be a partial (n, k, h) Steiner system and let c0(F)
denote the number of (unordered ) pairs [F1 , F2] such that F1 , F2 # F and
F1 & F2=<. Then
(c) c0(F)( |F|2 )&n
2h&1.
Proof. By (3) we have
|[[F1 , F2] :F1 , F2 # F, |F1 & F2|{0]|

1
2
} :
h&1
j=1
\nh+
\kh+
} \kj+ } \
n&k
h&j+

1
2
} :
h&1
j=1
n2h&j
(k&j) } } } } } (k&h+1)
}
1
j!(h&j) !
<n2h&1
and hence (c) follows. K
Let F be a partial (n, k, h) Steiner system satisfying conditions (a), (b)
of Proposition 1 and, of course, condition (c) of Proposition 2.
Let Sn be the set of all permutations of the n-element set X. For _ # Sn let
_(F)=[_(F) | F # F ]. Put
m=c2 } nk&h,
where w.l.o.g. m is an integer and c2 is an appropriate constant.
Let _1* , _2* , ..., _*m # Sn be random permutations, each chosen uniformly at
random and independently from the others from the set Sn . For i=1, 2, ..., m
let F*i=_i*(F) be the corresponding induced partial (n, k, h) Steiner
systems. Put Hj*=i<j F*i .
Define a coloring 2: [X ]k  | as follows: for j=1, 2, ..., m color all
k-element sets in Fj*"Hj* by color j. Color the remaining k-element sets in
[X ]k"H*m+1 in an arbitrary way, such that each color class is a partial
(n, k, h) Steiner system.
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Let YX be a fixed subset of X with |Y |=l, where
l=ck* } (ln n)1(2k&1) } n(k&h)(2k&1)
with ck* a positive constant.
Lemma 1. For n large enough and for every t1
Prob[|H*m+1 & [Y ]k|t]\2c1 } e } (t+m) } l
k
t } nk&h +
t
. (25)
Proof. By Proposition 1 part (b) we obtain that
Prob[|Fi* & [Y ]k|t]\2c1 l
k
nk&h+
t
.
Since |H*m+1 & [Y ]k|mi=1 |Fi* & [Y ]
k| and since the events
|Fi* & [Y ]k|ti for i=1, 2, ..., m are independent, we infer
Prob[|H*m+1 & [Y ]k|t]
Prob _ :
m
i=1
|Fi* & [Y ]k|t&
 :
(ti)mi=1, ti0, 
m
i=1 ti=t
`
m
i=1
Prob[|Fi* & [Y ]k|ti]
 :
 ti=t
`
m
i=1 \
2 } c1 } l k
nk&h +
ti
\t+m&1t + } \
2 } c1 } l k
nk&h +
t
\e } (t+m)t +
t
} \2 } c1 } l
k
nk&h +
t
\2 } e } c1 } (t+m) } l
k
t } nk&h +
t
.
Let Ei be the event
|Hi* & [Y ]k|<c3 } l k<\ lk+ ,
where c3<1k ! is an appropriate positive constant such that the following
computations are valid.
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Lemma 2. For n large enough,
Prob[Em+1]1&2&c3 } l
k
.
Proof. The proof of the lemma is a straightforward application of
Lemma 1.
For t=c3 } l k and l=o(n(k&h)k) we have t=o(nk&h). As m=c2 } nk&h, for
e } c1 } c2c316 and n large enough, the quotient in (25) is less than 12.
Hence we infer
Prob[Em+1]=1&Prob[|H*m+1 & [Y ]k|c3 } l k]
1&2&c3 } l
k
. K
Define a new random variable Yj , j=1, 2, ..., m, by
Yj=|[Fj*]2 & [[Y ]k"Hj*]2|.
Lemma 3. For n large and j=1, 2, ..., m,
E(Yj | Ej)c4 }
l 2k
n2k&2h
.
Proof. Note that for j=1 we have Prob(E1)=1, i.e. E1 is a ``certain
event''. As Ej holds we have
|[Y ]k"Hj*|\ lk+&c3 } l kc$4 } l k.
For g=1, 2, ..., k&1 and for each set S # [Y ]k"Hj* there are at most
:
k&1
i=g \
k
i + } \
l&i
k&i+c4, g } l k&g
k-element subsets of Y which intersect S in at least g elements. Hence, the
number of unordered pairs [S, T] # [[Y ]2"Hj*]2 with |S & T|< g is at
least
1
2 } c$4 } l
k } (c$4 } l k&c4, g } l k& g)>c*4, g } l 2k.
Since c0(F)r 12 } c2 } n2h= 18 } c21 } n2h, for a given 0-pair [S, T] #
[[Y ]k"Hj*]2, i.e. |S & T |=0, the probability that both sets are in Fj* is
given by
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Prob[S, T # Fj*]
1
8
} c21 } n
2h } \nk+
&2

1
8
} c21 } (k!)
2 } n2h&2k.
Hence,
E(Yj | Ej)
1
8
} c*4, g } l 2k } c21 } (k!)
2 } n2h&2k
c4 }
l 2k
n2k&2h
.
Lemma 4. For every positive integer j, j=1, 2, ..., m, and n large,
Prob[Yj=1 | Ej](c4&=) }
l 2k
n2k&2h
,
where 0<=Rc4 .
Proof. First we claim that
Prob[Yjt | Ej]\2 } c1 } l
k
nk&h +
W- 2t+1X
(26)
for every positive integer t.
This follows from the fact that for t pairwise distinct two-element sets, the
underlying set has cardinality at least W- 2t+1X. Hence, Yjt implies
|Fj* & [Y ]k|W- 2t+1X. By Proposition 1 this gives
Prob[Yjt | Ej]Prob[|Fj* & [Y ]k|W- 2t+1X]
\2 } c1 } l
k
nk&h +
W- 2t+1X
,
proving (26).
For nonnegative integers i put pi=Prob[Yj=i | Ej]. Clearly, we have
E(Yj | Ej)=i<| i } pi and by (26) it follows
E(Yj | Ej)p1+ :
i2
i } \2 } c1 } l
k
nk&h +
W- 2i+1X
p1+O \\ l
k
nk&h+
3
+
p1+o \ l
2k
n2k&2h+ . (27)
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The last inequality (27) follows from the fact that l=o(n(k&h)k). By
Lemma 3 this implies that, say, p1(c4&=) } l 2kn2k&2h for every n large. K
For j=1, 2, ..., m, let Aj denote the event
Yj=0 and Ej+1.
Lemma 5. For n large
Prob[A1 7 A2 7 } } } 7 Am]<exp \&c2 } (c4&=) } l
2k
nk&h+ .
Proof. As
Prob[A1 7A2 7 } } } 7Am]=Prob[A1] } `
m
i=2
Prob[Ai | A1 7 } } } 7Ai&1],
(28)
we have by Lemma 4 that
Prob(A1)Prob(Y1=0 | E1)Prob(Y1{1 | E1)
1&(c4&=) }
l2k
n2k&2h
, (29)
while
Prob[Ai | A1 7 } } } 7Ai&1]Prob[Yi=0 | A1 7 } } } 7 Ai&1]
Prob[Yi{1 | A1 7 } } } 7 Ai&1]
1&(c4&=) }
l2k
n2k&2h
. (30)
The last two inequalities (29), (30) together with (28) imply
Prob[A1 7A2 7 } } } 7Am]\1&(c4&=) } l
2k
n2k&2h+
m
exp \&(c4&=) } m } l
2k
n2k&2h+
exp \&c2 } (c4&=) } l
2k
nk&h+
as m=c2 } nk&h. K
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Now we will prove the upper bound in Theorem 3.
Proof. We will estimate the probability that there exists a totally multi-
colored subset YX with |Y|=l. Let Y be totally multicolored, then either
A1 7 A2 7 } } } 7Am is true, or for some j, 1 jm, the event Ej+1 does
not occur and therefore, the event Em+1 also does not occur. Hence,
applying Lemma 2 and Lemma 5 we infer
Prob[[Y ]k is colored one-to-one]<2&c3 } l k+exp \&c2 } (c4&=) } l
2k
nk&h+ .
As the number of ways to choose an l-element subset YX is ( nl ), we further
infer
Prob[there exists YX with |Y |=l and Y is totally multicolored]
<\nl+ } \exp \&c2 } (c4&=) }
l2k
nk&h++2&c3 } lk+ . (31)
As l=o(n(k&h)k), for l>(1c2 } (c4&2 } =))1(2k&1) } n(k&h)(2k&1) } (ln n)1(2k&1)
expression (31) goes to 0 with n going to infinity. Thus there exists a coloring
2: [X ]k  | such that every totally multicolored subset YX satisfies
|Y |(1c2 } (c4&2 } =))1(2k&1) } n(k&h)(2k&1) } (ln n)1(2k&1). This finishes the
proof of Theorem 3. K
4. An Upper Bound for f (n, 2, 1)
In this section we will study the maximum size of a totally multicolored
subset of the complete graph Kn with respect to edge-colorings, where every
color class is a matching. Upper and lower bounds for this type of question
were given in [Ba85]. Here we improve the upper bound by showing that
the constant 7.3 can be replaced by 2.21. It seems that the method presented
in [Ba85] cannot be used to obtain a better constant.
Definition 2. For a graph G=(V, E), we say that an edge-coloring 2:
E  | with color classes C0 , C1 , ..., is a proper edge-coloring if Ci is a
matching for each i.
Theorem 4. Let n be a positive integer. Then for n large we have
f (n, 2, 1)2.21 } (n } ln n)13.
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In the proof of Theorem 4 we utilize heavily concepts and results from
matrix theory. Let A=(aij) be an m_n matrix over a commutative ring,
mn. The permanent of A is given by
per(A)=:
_
a1_(1) } a2_(2) } } } } } am_(m) ,
where the sum extends over all one-to-one functions _: [1, 2, ..., m] 
[1, 2, ..., n].
Let X1 , X2 , ..., Xm be subsets of not necessarily distinct elements of the
set S=[x1 , x2 , ..., xn]. A sequence (s1 , s2 , ..., sm) of m pairwise distinct
elements of S is said to form a system of distinct representatives, SDR, if
si # Xi for i=1, 2, ..., m. Let A=(aij) be the incidence matrix for the subsets
X1 , X2 , ..., Xm . Then the number of SDRs is equal to the number of one-to-
one functions _, for which the following identity holds:
`
m
i=1
ai_(i)=1.
Therefore,
per(A)=:
_
`
m
i=1
ai_(i) .
The following result was conjectured by Minc [Mi63] and finally proved
by Bre gman.
Theorem 6 [Br73]. Let A=(aij) be an n_n (0, 1)-matrix with row
sums r1 , r2 , ..., rn . Then
per(A) `
n
i=1
(ri !)1ri.
In the proof of Theorem 4 we also will make use of the following
lemmas. For an l_t (0, 1)-matrix A with row sums r1 , r2 , ..., rl , where
ri1 for i=1, 2, ..., l, define
f (A; r1 , r2 , ..., rl)=
per(A)
r1 } r2 } } } rl
.
Lemma 6. Let A=(aij) be an l_t (0, 1)-matrix with row sums r1 , r2 , ...,
rj&1 , rj+1, rj+1, ..., rl , where ri1 for 1il. Then there exists k,
1kt, with the following property : ajk=1, and by setting a$jk=0, and
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a$hm=ahm for (h, m){( j, k), one obtains a matrix A$=(a$ij) with row sums
r1 , r2 , ..., rl such that
f (A ; r1 , r2 , ..., rj&1 , rj+1, rj+1 , ..., rl) f (A$; r1 , r2 , ..., rj , rj+1 , ..., rl).
Proof. Assume w.l.o.g. that j=1. Let j1 , j2 , ..., jr1+1 be the columns of
A for which a1jk=1, k=1, 2, ..., r1+1. Let Pj=per(A(1, j)), where A(1, j)
is the (1, j)'th minor of the matrix A. Clearly,
per(A)=Pj1+Pj2+ } } } +Pjr1+1 .
Let Pjmin=min[Pj1 , Pj2 , ..., Pjr1+1]. Setting a1jmin=0 and leaving the other
entries of A unchanged we obtain a matrix A$ with row sums r1 , r2 , ..., rl
such that
per(A$)=Pj1+Pj2+ } } } Pjmin&1+Pjmin+1+ } } } +Pjr1+1

r1
r1+1
} (Pj1+Pj2+ } } } +Pjr1+1)
=
r1
r1+1
} per(A),
where the last inequality follows from
Pj1+Pj2+ } } } +Pjmin&1+Pjmin+1+ } } } +Pjr1+1r1 } Pjmin .
Thus,
f (A; r1+1, r2 , ..., rl)=
per(A)
(r1+1) } r2 } } } } } rl

(r1+1)r1 } per(A$)
(r1+1) } r2 } } } } } rl
=
per(A$)
r1 } r2 } } } } } rl
=f (A$: r1 , r2 , ..., rl). K
Lemma 7. Let A be an l_t (0, 1)-matrix with column sums c1 , c2 , ..., ct .
Let c=(c1+c2+ } } } +ct)t. Then,
per(A)\tl+ } \
c
e
} \1+ln c2c } (1+o(1))++
l
with o(1)  0 as c  .
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Proof. In the proof of Lemma 7 we will use the following version of
Stirling's formula:
n!- 2? } e1(12n) } - n } \ne+
n
.
Claim 1. For all integers x1 the following inequality holds:
(x !)1x
x
e
} \1+ln x2x +
5 ln(2?)
x + .
Proof. Using Stirling's formula and the inequality e y1+ y+ y2 for
0 y127, we obtain
(x !)1x(2?)1(2x) } e1(12x2) }
x1+1(2x)
e
=
x
e
} exp \ 12x } \ln(2? x)+
1
6x++

x
e
} _1+ 12x } \ln(2? x)+
1
6x++
1
4x2
} \ln(2? x)+ 16x+
2
&
=
x
e
} _1+ 12x } ln(2? x)+
1
12x2
+
(ln(2? x))2
4x2
+
ln(2? x)
12x3
+
1
144x4& ,
provided that x1.
An easy computation shows that for x1 we have
ln(2?)
2x
+
1
12x2
+
(ln(2? x))2
4x2
+
ln(2? x)
12x3
+
1
144x4

5 ln(2?)
x
.
Hence,
(x !)1x
x
e
} _1+ln x2x +
5 ln(2?)
x & ,
for x1.
We now define
f (x)=
x
e
} _1+ln x2x +
5 ln(2?)
x & .
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Claim 2. Let A$ be an l_t (0, 1)-matrix with column sums c$1 , c$2 , ..., c$t ,
where c$i1 for i=1, 2, ..., t. Then
per(A$)\tl+ } ( f (c$)) l,
where c$=(c$1+c$2+ } } } +c$t)t.
Proof. By Theorem 6 we have
per(A$) :
[i1 , i2 , ..., il]/[1, 2, ..., t]
`
l
j=1
(c$ij!)
1c$ij.
By Claim 1 we infer
per(A$): `
c$ij
e
} _1+
ln c$ij
2c$ij
+
5 ln(2?)
c$ij &
=: ` f (c$ij).
In the remaining part of the proof of Claim 2 we will show
:
[i1 , i2 , ..., il]/[1,2, ..., t]
`
l
j=1
f (c$ij)\tl+ } f (c$)) l, (32)
where c$=(c$1+c$2+ } } } +c$t)t.
Note first that if x0 and y0 are positive numbers with x0> y01 and %
is a positive constant such that x0&% y0+%, then f (x) satisfies the
following inequalities:
f (x0&%) } f ( y0+%)> f (x0) } f ( y0) (33)
and
( f (x0&%)& f (x0))+( f ( y0+%)& f ( y0))>0. (34)
In order to show inequalities (33) and (34) one only has to observe that
both f (x) and ln f (x) are concave down and increasing functions for x1.
For the proof of inequality (32) suppose that the maximum value of the
LHS of (32) is attained for some t-tuple, which is different from
(c$, c$, ..., c$), say for c*=(c1* , c2* , ..., ct*). (Here we do not necessarily
assume that c* is a vector with integer valued entries.) Then there are i and
j such that ci*>cj*. We need to take under consideration only those
l-tuples ( f (c*i1), ..., f (c*il )), which contain both ci* and cj* or either ci* or cj*.
First we consider all l-tuples which include both ci* and cj*. Then
inequality (33) shows that by decreasing ci* by % and increasing cj* by %,
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where ci*&%cj*+%, we increase the value of >lj=1 f (c*ij ) for all such
l-tuples. Similarly, for l-tuples containing only ci* or cj* we may argue that
inequality (34) indicates that, again, by increasing cj* by % and decreasing
ci* by % we enlarge the value of the corresponding summands in the LHS
of (32). This contradicts our assumption. Thus we infer
per(A)\tl+ } ( f (c$)) l,
provided that ci$1 for all i. K
To finish the proof of Lemma 7 we replace some of the zero entries
of the matrix A by the entry one such that the resulting matrix A$ has
column sums c$i , i=1, 2, ..., t, where c$i=max[1, ci]. Then, with c$=(c$1+
c$2+ } } } +c$t)t, we have by Claim 2 that
per(A$)\tl+ } ( f (c$)) l
=\tl+ } _
c$
e
} \1+ln c$2c$ +
5 ln(2?)
c$ +&
l
.
As we can choose A$ such that c$c+1 we infer
c$
e
} _1+ln c$2c$ +
5 ln(2?)
c$ &

c
e
} _1+ln c2c +
5 ln(2?)
c &+
1
e
+
1
2e
} ln \c+1c + .
As per(A)per(A$), we obtain
per(A)\tl+ } _
c
e
} \1+ln c2c } (1+o(1))+&
l
with o(1)  0 as c  . K
Now we are ready to prove Theorem 4.
Proof. We are going to consider only proper edge-colorings of Kn by a
set T of t colors, where t=(2+=) } n, with =>0 a small constant. For such
colorings we will estimate the probability that Kn contains a totally multi-
colored Kk , where n13<k=o(- n). Fix a copy K k of Kk in Kn and fix a
proper coloring , of E(Kn)"E(K k). We are interested in the number of all
one-to-one colorings  of K k such that
(*) , _  yields a proper coloring of Kn .
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For later purposes we will reformulate our problem:
For an edge [x, y] # E(K k) let Fx=Fx (,) (Fy=Fy (,)) denote the set
of colors used by , to color all edges adjacent to x( y), respectively. Set
Fxy=Fx _ Fy . Note that the number of colors available to color any edge
[x, y] # E(K k) is given by
t&|Fxy |t&(2n&2k).
Set l=( k2) and arbitrarily enumerate the edges of K k by 1, 2, ..., l. Note
that our problem is reduced to finding the number of SDRs for the sets
T"F1 , T"F2 , ..., T"Fl .
Let A=(aij) be an l_t (0, 1)-matrix with
aij={10
if edge i of K k can be colored by color j
otherwise.
Denote by Ri the number of ones in the i th row of A, for i=1, 2, ..., l.
Clearly, Ri=t&|Fi | and
per(A)=number of SDRs of [T"F1 , T"F2 , ..., T"Fl].
Consider the probability space of all proper edge-colorings of Kn by t
colors, where each color ** is chosen uniformly at random and inde-
pendently of the others. In this space, let A denote the event
K k is totally multicolored.
For a fixed coloring , of the edges of Kn , let B, be the event
**(e)=,(e) for every edge e # E(Kn)"E(K k).
Set P,=Prob(A | B,).
Then
P,=
number of all 11 colorings of K k
number of all colorings of K k satisfying (*)

number of SDRs for [T"F1 , T"F2 , ..., T"Fl]
(R1&2k) } } } } } (Rl&2k)
=
per(A)
(R1&2k) } } } } } (Rl&2k)
. (35)
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By Lemma 6 there exists a matrix B with all row sums equal to R, where
R=min[R1 , R2 , ..., Rl] such that
per(A)
R1 } R2 } } } } } Rl

per(B)
Rl
.
With inequality (35) we infer that
P,
per(B)
(R&2k) l
. (36)
In the following we will find an upper bound for the RHS of (36).
Denote by ci the number of ones in the i th column of B, for i=1, 2, ..., t.
By Lemma 7 we obtain
per(B)\tl+ } \
c
e
} \1+ln c2c } (1+o(1))++
l
,
where c=(c1+c2+ } } } +ct)t.
Hence
P,
per(B)
(R&2k)l
\tl+ }
[ce } (1+ln c(2c) } (1+o(1)))] l
(R&2k) l
=\tl+ }
cl
el } Rl
}
[1+ln c(2c) } (1+o(1))]l
((R&2k)R) l
.
Set c=$ } l, and hence $=(2+=)=3 for =1. Then
\1+ln c2c } (1+o(1))+
l
exp \l } ln c2c } (1+o(1))+
=exp \ln($ } l)2$ } (1+o(1))+ .
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Thus,
P,
t } (t&1) } } } } } (t&l+1)
el } l! } t !
} \t } cR +
l
}
1
(R&2kR) l
} exp \ln($ } l)2$ } (1+o(1))+
exp \&\
l
2+
t + } 1- l } \1&2kR +&l } exp \ln($ } l)2$ } (1+o(1))+
exp \&\
l
2+
t
&12 } ln l+
4k } l
R
+
ln($ } l)
2$
} (1+o(1))+ ,
as 1&xe&2x for x>0, x small, and as c=$ } l.
Since Prob(A)=, P, } Prob(B,), where the summation is taken over
all proper edge-colorings of Kn"K k with t colors, and since there are only
( nk) different ways to choose Kk , we infer, using l=(
k
2) and t=(2+=)n, that
Prob(there exists a totally multicolored copy of Kk)
=\nk+ } Prob(A)
\enk +
k
} exp \&\
( k2)
2 +
(2+=)n
&
1
2
} ln \k2+
+
4k } \k2+
=n
+
ln\$ } \k2++
2$
} (1+o(1))+
exp \k } ln \enk +&
k 4
8(2+=)n
} (1+o(1))+ . (37)
Now, for =0.02 and k>( 163 (2+=))
13 } (n ln n)13, say, k2.21 } (n ln n)13,
we infer that the expression in (37) goes to zero with n going to infinity.
This finishes the proof of Theorem 4. K
5. Problems for Bounded Colorings
Multicolored complete subgraphs may appear under different conditions
than given in Theorem 1. We start this section by considering the following
problem:
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Given is a complete graph, where the edges are colored with the restric-
tion that each color class has a bounded size but we lift the restriction that
color classes are matchings. We will be interested in the size of the largest
totally multicolored complete subgraph.
Definition 3. Let G=(V, E ) be a graph. We say that an edge-coloring
2: E  | with color classes C0 , C1 , ... is u-bounded if |Ci |u for all i.
For u-bounded edge-colorings of the complete graph Kn , let fu*(n)
denote the maximum size of a totally multicolored complete subgraph.
We will prove the following result, observed independently by N. Alon:
Theorem 7. Let n, u be positive integers with 2u<n. Then for n large,
\ 1- 2&o(1)+ }
n
u
 fu*(n)- 12 }nu } ln n.
Proof. First we present the proof of the upper bound. Let the vertex set
of Kn be [1, 2, ..., n], totally ordered by 1<2< } } } <n. Consider the prob-
ability space C of all colorings of the edges of Kn having the following
properties:
For each coloring 2 # C with color classes C0 , C1 , ..., Ct&1 the following
conditions hold:
(i) |Ci |u for 0it&1.
(ii) t=W(n&1)uX+W(n&2)uX+ } } } +1.
(iii) For each pair of edges [i1 , j1] and [i2 , j2] we have:
2([i1 , j1])=2([i2 , j2]) implies min[i1 , j1]=min[i2 , j2].
(iv) |[ j : |Cj |<u]|=n&1&w(n&1)ux.
Let X=[x1 , x2 , ..., xk] be a fixed subset of [1, 2, ..., n] with
x1<x2< } } } <xk .
Denote by A the event
X is totally multicolored.
We will give an upper bound on the probability of the event A. Denote by
Ai for i=1, 2, ..., k&1 the event
[xi , xi+1], [xi , xi+2], ..., [xi , xk] are pairwise distinctly colored.
Clearly, the events A1 , ..., Ak&1 are independent and A=A1 7 } } } 7 Ak&1 ,
and thus
Prob(A)= :
k&1
i=1
Prob(Ai). (38)
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Note that
Prob(Ai)
=
number of colorings yielding totally multicolored [xi , xi+1], ..., [xi , xk]
number of all colorings in C
.
Hence,
Prob(Ai)
W(n&xi)uX } (W(n&xi)uX&1) } } } } } (W(n&xi)uX&k+i+1
W(n&xi)uXk&i

>k&i&1j=0 ((n&xi+u&1)u&j)
((n&xi+u&1)u)k&i
< `
k&i&1
j=0 \1&
ju
n+u+
exp \& un+u } :
k&i&1
j=0
j+
=exp \& uu+n } \
k&i
2 ++ . (39)
By (38) and (39) we infer that
Prob(A)exp \& un+u } :
k&2
i=1 \
k&i
2 ++
=exp \& un+u } \
k
3++ .
Hence,
Prob (there exists X, |X |=k, such that X is totally multicolored)
=\nk+ } Prob(A)
\nk+ } exp \&
u
n+u
} \k3++
exp \k } \ln nek &\
k&1
2 + }
u
3(n+u)++ . (40)
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For k- 12 } - nu } ln n>- 6(n+u) ln(nu)12u the expression in (40)
goes to zero as n goes to infinity. Thus, there exists a coloring of the edges
of the complete graph Kn , where the size of each color class is bounded by
u, such that every totally multicolored Kk satisfies
k- 12 }nu } ln n.
The proof of the lower bound, by a simple probabilistic argument,
proceeds as follows. Let 2 be an arbitrary u-bounded edge-coloring of Kn .
Call a pair of edges of Kn ``a bad pair'' if both of the edges receive the same
color. Let =>0 be a small positive constant. Choose p such that
0< p<
1&=
(nu)12
} - 2.
Let A be a random subset of [1, 2, ..., n] with each vertex chosen with
probability p indepently of the others. Then
Prob( |A|rpn)>0.99
for large n.
Let Xp be a random variable counting the number of bad pairs of edges
in A. Then
E(Xp)
( n2)
u
} \u2+ } p3

1
2
} \n2+ } u } p3.
By Markov's inequality
Prob \Xp12 }
1
1&=
} \n2+ } u } p3+1&=.
Thus with a positive probability there exists a subset Y0[1, 2, ..., n] such
that |Y0|(1&=) } p } n and the subgraph induced on Y0 has at most
(12&2=) } ( n2) } u } p
3 bad pairs of edges. Delete one vertex from each bad
pair of edges to obtain a subset Y1Y0 with (1- 2&o(1)) } - nu vertices.
Clearly, Y1 is totally multicolored. K
We did not find closer bounds in the previous theorem. However, if we
consider colorings satisfying the assumptions of Theorem 1 and Theorem 7
we are able to obtain a more satisfying answer.
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Theorem 8. Let n, u be positive integers with u<n.
(a) For u2, there exist positive constants c1 , c2 , c3 such that
max {c1 } n
23
u13
, c2 }
n23
u13
} \ln u- n+
13
= fu(n, 2, 1)c3 } n
23
u13
} (ln n)13. (41)
(b) For u4, we have
fu(n, 2, 1)c4 }
n23
u0.097
, (42)
where c4 is a positive constant.
Note that (b) improves the upper bound in (a) as long as u(ln n)1.41.
For u=2 or u=3 we were unable to decide if fu(n, 2, 1)=O(n23).
Proof. First we show that the lower bound in (41) holds.
Suppose for the moment that uC } - n for every n, where C>0 is a
constant. Let 2: E(Kn)  | be a u-bounded edge-coloring of Kn , where
every color class is a matching. Let H=(V, E) be a 4-uniform hypergraph
on the set of vertices V=V(Kn), where U # E[V ]4 if there exist two
distinct two-element sets S, T # [V ]2, S, TU, so that 2(S)=2(T). As
there are at most u edges of the same color, we infer that the number of
edges in H satisfies
|E |
\n2+
u
} \u2+ . (43)
Observe that if FV is an independent set of H then F is totally multi-
colored. Hence, it is enough to show that H contains an independent set
of size c1 } n23u13. This follows from an easy application of the
probabilistic method. Indeed, choose every vertex in V independently of
the others with probability
p=
1
(n } u)13
.
Then we obtain a subset Y of V of cardinality about p } n=n23u13. Note
that Y contains at most
n2 } (u&1)
4
} p4
1
4
}
n23
u13
edges. An independent set F is obtained from Y by deleting one vertex from
each edge.
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Next, we assume that u2n   with n  . The proof of the lower
bound for fu(n, 2, 1) proceeds similarly to the proof of the lower bound in
Theorem 3.
Let 2: E(Kn)  | be a u-bounded proper edge-coloring of Kn , where
every color class is a matching. We may assume that n is divisible by 2.
Consider a 4-uniform hypergraph H with vertex set V=V(Kn) and with
the set E of edges defined in exactly the same way as above. Our aim is to
find a large independent set in H. As above, our strategy will be to find
a random subset YV such that the induced hypergraph has only a few
2-, 3- and 4-cycles. By deleting these 2-, 3- and 4-cycles the desired result
will follow, just as in Section 2.
Note that the number of edges of H satisfies (43) and set
p=
1
n13 } u13
} \ u- n+
115
.
Let Y be a random subset of V with vertex v # V chosen with probability
p, independently of the other vertices. The expected size, E( |Y | ), of Y is
given by
E( |Y | )= p } n=
n23
u13
} \ u- n+
115
.
Let +2(Y ) be a random variable counting the number of 2-cycles of a sub-
graph of H induced on a set Y. Let &i (Y), for i=2, 3, be random variables
counting the number of (unordered) pairs of edges of H induced on Y
which intersect in i vertices. Let E(+2(Y )) and E(&i (Y)) be the corre-
sponding expected values.
Clearly,
E(+2(Y ))=E(&2(Y ))+E(&3(Y )).
In order to give an upper bound on E(&i (Y )), we estimate &i , for i=2
and 3. First we bound the number &2 . We will count the number of unor-
dered pairs [T0 , T1], T0 , T1 # [V ]2, which satisfy
{2(T0)=2(T1)|T0 & S |=0, |T1 & S |=2 for any S # E.
The number of such pairs is bounded from above by
\42+ } (u&1) }
\n2+
u
} \u2+ . (44)
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Next, we count the number of pairs [T0 , T1] satisfying
{2(T0)=2(T1)|T0 & S |=1, |T1 & S |=1 for any S # E.
This number is bounded from above by
\n2+
u
} \u2+ } \
4
2+ } (n&4). (45)
By (44) and (45) we have
&2 32 } n
2 } u2+ 32 } n
3 } u. (46)
Next, we count the number of unordered pairs [T0 , T1] such that
{2(T0)=2(T1)|T0 & S |=1, |T1 & S |=2 for S # E.
The number of such pairs is at most
8 }
\n2+
u
} \u2+2 } n2 } u. (47)
By (46) and due to the choice of p we infer
E(&2(Y))p6 } _32 } n2 } u2+
3
2
} u } n3&
=
3
2
} p6 } n2 } u2+
3
2
} p6 } n3 } u
=
3
2
} p } n } \u
23
n56++
3
2
} p } n } \n
16
u13+
=o( p } n) (48)
provided that un and u2n   with n  .
By (47) and due to the choice of p we infer
E(&3(Y ))=2 } p5 } n2 } u=2 } p } n } \ 1n715 } u115+
=o( p } n). (49)
Hence, by (48) and (49) we conclude
E(+2(Y))=o( p } n).
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We finish the proof of the lower bound by exactly the same argument as
the one given at the end of Section 2. Namely, we obtain a subset YV
with |Y |=c1 pn, such that the induced hypergraph G0=(Y, E & [Y ]4)
contains no 2-, 3-, 4-cycles, satisfies |E & [Y ]4|c2 p4 |E | and has
maximum degree
t 3c3 }
p4n2u
pn
.
Thus tc } p } (nu)13=c } (u- n)115. Hence, Theorem 5 applied to G0 gives
the desired result.
In the following, we will show the upper bound in (41), namely, we show
that
fu(n, 2, 1)c3 }
n23
u13
} (ln n)13
for all choices of u2.
To prove this put m=wc(n2u)x, where c is a positive constant. Let M1 ,
M2 , ..., Mm be random u-matching, chosen uniformly and independently
from the set of all matchings of size u. Put Hj=i< j Mi . We define the
coloring 2: E(Kn)  | in exactly the same way as in the proof of the upper
bound of Theorem 3. Let YV with |Y |=x, where x=o(n- u). We shall
prove that for x>c3 } n23u13 } (ln n)13, Y is very unlikely to be totally
multicolored with respect to our coloring.
Claim 3. For all integers j and t, 1 jm and t1, the following
holds
Prob( |Mj & [Y ]2|t)\u } x
2
n2 +
t
. (50)
Proof. Since the left hand side of (50) does not depend on the par-
ticular choice of Y we may think of Y as a random subset of size x and of
Mj as a fixed u-matching. Since Y can be chosen in ( nx) ways, and from
Mj we may choose t edges in ( ut ) ways, and the remaining elements of Y
in at most ( n&2tx&2t) ways, we infer
Prob( |Mj & [M ]2|t)
\ut+ } \
n&2t
x&2t+
\nx+
\u } x
2
n2 +
t
. K
Let Ei denote the event
|Hi & [Y ]2|9 } c } x2.
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Claim 4. For n large enough,
Prob(Em+1)1&2&9cx
2
.
The proof of Claim 2 follows from Lemma 1 and Lemma 2 of Section 3.
Next, define a random variable Yj by
Yj=|[Mj]2 & [[Y]2 "Hj]2|.
Claim 5. If n is sufficiently large, then
E(Yj | Ej)>4 }
(1&18c)2
9
} \xn+
4
} u2.
Proof. First we estimate the number of (unordered) pairs [e1 , e2] such
that e1 , e2 # [Y ]2"Mi and e1 and e2 are not incident. We have
|[Y ]2 "Mi |\x2+&9 } c } x2=
x2 } (1&18c)&x
2
,
assuming that c<118.
For every edge e1 # [Y ]2 there are at most 2x&3 edges of Y which are
not disjoint from e1 . Hence the number of pairs [e1 , e2] # [[Y ]2 "Hj]2,
where e1 , e2 are not incident is at least
1
2
}
x2 } (1&18c)&x
2
} \x
2 } (1&18c)&x
2
&(2x&3)+19 } (1&18c)2 } x4, (51)
assuming that x is large. Now, for two given non-incident edges e1 , e2 , the
probability that both are in Mj is
Prob(e1 , e2 # Mj)=
u } (u&1)
\n2+ } \
n&2
2 +
>
4u2
n4
. (52)
Hence, by (51) and (52) we get the desired inequality. K
Claim 6. For j=1, 2, ..., m and m large,
Prob(Yj=1 | Ej)
2(1&18c)2
5
} u2 } \xn+
4
.
This claim follows from Lemma 4 of Section 3.
Let Aj denote the event
Yj=0 and Ej+1.
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Claim 7.
Prob(A1 7 } } } 7 Am)<exp \&c$ } u } x
4
n2+ .
The proof of this claim is easily obtained from the proof of Lemma 5.
Claim 8. The probability that there exists a totally multicolored Kx
with respect to our proper edge-coloring is less than
\nx+ } \exp \&c$ } u }
x4
n2++2&9cx2+ . (53)
Proof. If Y is not totally multicolored, then either Em+1 fails or
A1 7 A2 7 } } } 7 Am holds. Combining the estimates from Claim 2 and
Claim 5 we obtain (53). K
For xc3 } n23 } (ln n)13u13, the expression in (53) tends to zero when
n goes to infinity. For nn0 one can obtain the same upper bound by
taking an appropriately large constant.
Next we will show (42), namely,
fu(n, 2, 1)c4 }
n23
u0.097
.
It will be sufficient to prove this for
u(ln n)1.42, (54)
for otherwise the upper bound in (41) is smaller than the one in (42).
The proof of (42) uses a slightly modified result of Frankl and Fu redi
[FF86]. They considered the following problem: Suppose X is an
m-element set. Let F[X ]k, i.e., F is a k-uniform hypergraph on X.
Denote by Hk(m) the maximum size of F such that F contains no four
distinct k-element sets A, B, C, D satisfying A _ B=C _ D and A & B=
C & D. Then we have the following upper bound on Hk(m):
Lemma 8 [FF86]1. Let k=3t, where t is a positive integer. Then
Hk(m)
\2tt + } \
m&t
m&2t+
t
+1
\3tt + } (2t)!
} m2t.
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Lemma 9. Let k be a positive integer and let S, T be sets satisfying
S/T, k+1|T |2k, and |S |<k. Then the number of (unordered ) pairs
[Y, Y$] of k-element subsets such that Y & Y$=S and Y _ Y$=T is less
than 4k.
Proof. For S and T as above the number of pairs [Y, Y$], |Y|=
|Y$|=k with Y & Y$=S and Y _ Y$=T is given by
1
2
} \ |T |&|S |k&|S | +<2|T |&|S |=22(k&|S | )<4k, (55)
since |T |&|S |=2(k&|S | ) and the expression (55) is maximal if S=<. K
Now, we will prove (42). Let u64 and let k be a positive integer with
k#0 mod 3 and
ln(164 } u)
ln 4
<k
ln u
ln 4
. (56)
Let m be the smallest integer with
\mk+m. (57)
Consider a one-to-one mapping
, : V(Kn)  [[1, 2, ..., m]]k.
Define a coloring 2: E(Kn)  | by
2([v, v$])=(,(v) _ ,(v$), ,(v) & ,(v$)).
By Lemma 9 the coloring 2 is 4ku bounded. Moreover, every color
class is a matching. By Lemma 8 and (56) the maximum size of a totally
multicolored complete subgraph Kl of Kn satisfies
lHk(m)
\2k3k3 + } \
m&k3
m&2k3+
k3
+1
\ kk3+ } (2k3)!
} m23k
ck } \ m&k3m&2k3+
k6
} \ m
k
`k&1i=0 (m&i)+
23
} \mk+
23
,
where
ck=2 }
(k3) ! }\2k3k3 +
(k !)13
. (58)
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We have
fu(n, 2, 1)Hk(m)ck } \ m&k3m&2k3+
k6
} \ mm&k+
2k3
} \mk +
23
. (59)
By (54), (56) and (57) we infer that
k
log2 u
2
log2 log2 nlog2(k log2 m)
and hence
k3 log2 log2 m.
Thus
\ m&k3m&2k3+
k6
} \ mm&k+
2k3
=1+o(1), (60)
where o(1)  0 as m  . On the other hand, using Stirling's formula it
follows that
c6kc* } - k } \23+
2k
. (61)
By our choice of m we have ( mk )(1&o(1))n; combining this with (59),
(60) and (61), we infer that
fu(n, 2, 1)c* } 12- k } \23+
2k3
} (1+o(1)) } \mk+
23
c$ } 12- ln u } uln(23)(3 ln 4) } n23
c4 }
n23
u0.097
.
To complete the proof of (42), we will assume that 4u64. As
f4(n, 2, 1) fu(n, 2, 1) for 64u4 it is sufficient if we restrict ourselves to
the case u=4 only. For u=4, let m be the smallest integer such that
m327n, where m#0 mod 3. Let Km3, m3 , m3 be the complete 3-partite
3-uniform hypergraph with a corresponding balanced partition of its vertex
set V. Let E(Km3 , m3 , m3) be the set of its hyperedges (triples). Observe,
that for every subset T/V, |T |6, there are at most four (unordered)
pairs [E, E$] of triples, E, E$ # E(Km3 , m3 , m3), such that E _ E$=T. As
above, consider a one-to-one mapping
,1 : V(Kn)  E(Km3 , m3, m3).
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We define a coloring 2: E(Kn)  | as before. This coloring is 4-bounded.
Then using the same arguments one can show that f4(n, 2, 1)=O(n23). K
Sidon Sets
In [BS85] Babai and So s considered Sidon subsets of arbitrary groups
(not necessarily Abelian groups). They investigated Sidon sets of the first
and second kind:
Definition 4. Let S be a subset of a group (G, }). The set S is a Sidon
set of the first kind if for any x, y, z, w # S, of which at least three are
different, it is valid that
x } y{z } w.
The set S is called a Sidon set of the second kind if
x } y&1{z } w&1.
Theorem 9 [BS85]. Let (G, }) be an arbitrary group. Then for every
positive integer n and for every subset WG with |W |=n, W contains a
Sidon subset S of both kinds of size
|S |c } n13.
Here we improve this lower bound on the size of the Sidon sets as
follows:
Theorem 10. Let (G, }) be an arbitrary group. Then for positive integers
n, n large enough, every n-element subset WG contains a Sidon subset S,
of both kinds and
|S |c } n13 } (ln n)13.
Proof. The argument is similar to that used in the proof of Theorem 3
and thus we only sketch it. We restrict our attention to Sidon sets of the
first kind; for the second kind similar considerations can be applied.
By [BS85, Proposition 3.2], S is a Sidon set of the first kind if and only
if (i) for any triple of distinct elements x, y, z # S we have x } y{ y } z and
x2{ y } z and (ii) for any quadruple of distinct elements x, y, z, w # S it is
the case that x } y{z } w.
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For a given subset WG, |W |=n, define two hypergraphs Hj=(W, Ej)
for j=3, 4 with Ej[W ] j as follows: E3 consists of those triples
[x, y, z] # [W ]3 for which x } y= y } z or x2= y } z. The set E4 consists of
those quadruples x, y, z, w] # [W ]4 such that x } y=z } w.
Clearly, the number of edges in H3 and H4 is bounded by
|E3 |c3 } n2
|E4 |c4 } n3.
As in the proof of Theorem 3 our strategy is to show that the subhyper-
graph induced on a random subset YW can be modified by deleting
o( |Y | ) vertices to obtain a hypergraph of girth at least five.
Let +g for g=3, 4 and &i for i=2, 3 be defined for E4 just as in the proof
of Theorem 3. It is easy to see that in H4 the maximum pair-degree (i.e. the
number of edges in E4 containing two fixed but arbitrary vertices) is bounded
from above by cpd } n. Hence
&2c2.2 } n4
and we infer that
+3c3 , 0 } n6
+4c4 , 0 } n8.
Moreover,
&3c2 ,3 } n3.
Set
p=n&23+=,
where = is a positive constant, =<133.
Let Y be a random subset of W, obtained by choosing each vertex with
probability p, independently of the other vertices. Then the expected
number of 2-, 3- and 4-cycles on Y is o( pn). Moreover, the number of
edges of E3 included in Y is o( pn). Then, proceeding as in the proof of
Theorem 3 the desired result follows. K
Babai and So s studied in [BS85] the following problem: Let f (n) be the
minimum number m such that for any graph H on n vertices and for any
group G with |G|=m there exists a Cayley graph of G containing an
induced subgraph which is isomorphic to H.
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The following was proved in [BS85]:
Theorem 11 [BS85]. Let n be a nonnegative integer, then
\12&o(1)+ } n2 f (n)\
256
27
+o(1)+ } n3.
The upper bound was improved by Godsil and Imrich [GI87]. They
showed:
Theorem 12 [GI87]. Let n be a positive integer, then
f (n)(2+- 3) } n3.
Using the methods from [BS85] combined with Theorem 10 we obtain
the following improvement:
Corollary 1. For every positive integer n with n large,
f (n)c }
n3
ln n
,
where c is a positive constant.
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